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Abstract—Propagation theory is developed to get analytic expressions for both guided and diffusely scattered 3-D fields in
common indoor environments, with access points (APs) placed
along a hallway and mobile nodes in the rooms. Resulting predictions agree with measurements of both path loss and single-user
multiple-input–multiple-output link capacity. In particular, the
model reproduces the observed reduction in normalized channel
capacity with increasing range. This effect, occurring in a common
indoor environment, can be beneficial. Interfering APs, which tend
to be further away, occupy channel dimensions corresponding to
low-order hallway modes, causing total interference to concentrate
in a small subset of the channel dimensions, in a manner reminiscent of interference alignment. The channel for the desired signal
has a greater number of effective degrees of freedom (EDOFs)
due to a shorter distance from its serving AP. The disparity in the
number of EDOFs between the signal and the interference leads to
higher rates, which can be further increased through waterfilling
applied individually to each link, with no interlink coordination.
The resulting rates are on the order of 30% greater than would be
anticipated in range-independent scattering models.
Index Terms—Diffusion, capacity, indoor environment, propagation loss, MIMO, waveguide.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N this work, we examine indoor radio propagation,
its impact on single-user multiple-input–multiple-output
(SU-MIMO) links as well as rates in a multi-cell indoor network. The goal of the propagation modeling here is to construct
a canonical 3D propagation model based on limited information
about the environment, yet faithful to retaining relevant physical effects.
Use of NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas with
MIMO techniques [1], [2] promises link capacity that scales
as min(NR , NT ), provided the channel variation with time and
frequency is gradual enough to allow the receiver to “learn” the
channel with low overhead [3], [4]. This is usually satisfied,
particularly in small cell, low-mobility cases.
Furthermore, two critical conditions for validity of such
scaling are sufficiently rich scattering [2] and sufficiently high
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Measurement
campaigns, conducted both outdoors (e.g., [5]) and indoors
(e.g., [6]), have reported scattering to be rich enough to offer
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capacities that are generally a large fraction of the capacity of
the canonical independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) channel. This has led to standard model recommendations [7], [8] of
high angle spread indoors, usually larger than 40◦ . However,
it was found through measurements that the (spatial) Rician
K-factor at the node placed in the corridor increased with range
[8], implying a reduction in the effective degrees of freedom
(EDOF), defined in [33].
When the channel state is known at the transmitter as well,
still higher link rate may be achieved through the closedloop MIMO technique [9], by driving the eigenmodes of the
channel as effective antennas, each with power determined
by waterfilling (WF). This may be contrasted with open-loop
MIMO [1], which uses equal power distribution, with multiple
spatial streams usually applied to physical antennas.
Intercell interference in mature networks is well-known to
severely limit available SINR. In the presence of intercellular
interference and conditions of nearly i.i.d. channels for both
desired and interfering signals, effective use of SU-MIMO is
limited to a relatively small fraction of users fortunate enough
to enjoy unusually high SINR, usually at short range from the
serving base station. Alternatively, when channel conditions
and backhaul network allow for channel knowledge at the
transmitter, multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) techniques are an
effective use of multiple antennas. Key requirement is timely
and detailed channel state feedback for all links in coordination
area or, else, calibrated time-division duplexing (TDD) signaling. MU-MIMO and intercell coordination methods [11], are
not considered here.
Indoor propagation has been analyzed through modeling
hallways as waveguides in [20], [21], [25]. Waveguide losses
were included through representing walls as lossy dielectric
halfspaces, with wall roughness included as a source of mode
coupling. Penetration into rooms was modeled as penetration
from the hallway into a dielectric subspace. The predicted
power agreed well with measurements in hallways. The agreement was also reasonably good in adjacent rooms when the
hallway contained the transmitter. The theory predicted dramatically higher losses than observed in more distant rooms,
particularly for rooms adjacent to hallways other than the one
containing the transmitter. This was attributed to the oversimplified wall penetration model. The modal theory was successful in representing decay in measured MIMO capacity in
hallways, reported in [22], [25].
In this work, the environment of a single hallway, lined with
rooms, is considered, with the aim of constructing a canonical
indoor model of complex channel responses in agreement with
observed propagation losses and MIMO capacities, both in the
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hallway and in rooms. While hallway propagation is treated
as a lossy waveguide, propagation into rooms is accounted
for by representing room scattering as a diffusion process,
reproducing well-documented rich scattering in rooms [25],
important for MIMO. In Sections III–V, discussion and analysis
of propagation through diffuse scattering, hallway guidance and
penetration into rooms are presented, respectively. Predicted
path loss and single link MIMO capacity are found to compare
well against measurements in Sections VI and VII. In Section VIII, the model is used to compute user rates in a multicell indoor environment, with access points (APs) arranged in
a line along a hallway, while mobile users are in rooms off the
hallway, each assigned to its strongest AP. All APs and mobile
units are equipped with multiple antennas. It is found that
interfering APs are naturally aligned by hallway propagation
to occupy a subspace of the total channel, leading to higher
capacity than an i.i.d. channel model would suggest. This is an
example of natural interference filtering that may be contrasted
to intentional interference alignment [26], a technique that
requires channel state information at all transmitters. Novel aspects include propagation modeling through coupling of diffuse
and guided fields, and identification of the self-alignment of
interference as the mechanism for improved system capacity.

II. D ETERMINISTIC AND S TATISTICAL F IELDS
Fields may be purely deterministic, purely diffuse, as well
as “structured”. The term “structured” describes fields that
have some aspect affected by the environment in a biased
(usually predictable) way, while still being non-deterministic.
An example of this is a light (or radio) field emitted by a distant
star. The extended effective source of this glowing body creates
a random (complex Gaussian) field, and, when measured at a
large distance, the field appears to originate from a point source
of randomly fluctuating amplitude, with a great deal of local
spatial coherence, i.e., structure, at the receiver. Propagation
through interstellar space, here idealized as free space, thus
imposes a spatial structure on the otherwise random field. Other
examples of structuring include various forms of the “keyhole”
channel [12], [13].
One may identify hallways as effective waveguides that
provide a relatively low path loss from the transmitter to the
receiver and affect coherence properties of the field. Here, the
indoor environment being considered is that of a hallway, lined
with rooms on both sides, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Key aspects
of propagation in a waveguide is that the solution is a superposition of modes, each mode being excited, propagated (i.e.,
undergoing a phase shift and attenuation), and then received.
Since the modes are a property of the waveguide, signals from
all sources are conveyed on the same set of modes. Presence of
many modes of comparable strength implies a potential for rich
scattering, while presence of few modes (say due to attenuation)
implies poor scattering. In the extreme but illustrative case of a
single mode, signals from all sources are confined to that mode,
and the channel is seen as having a single degree of freedom.
All sources are thus “aligned” on a single degree of freedom.

Fig. 1. Indoor environment (top view) with AP placed in the hallway and
mobiles placed either in the hallway or in a (clutter-filled) room.

III. D IFFUSELY S CATTERED F IELD
Unstructured scattering from furniture and other clutter (as
opposed to, say, hallway walls) may be described using the
diffuse scattering theory. Using the solution to the diffusion approximation of the radiative transfer problem in homogeneous
media [14], the complex field Udiﬀ (r) at location r due to a
source at the origin is given by [14]:
Udiﬀ (r) =

e−κr/2 
κ/r + 1/r2 ξu (r).
4π

(1)

Here, κ is the effective absorptive loss (κ = 0.18 nepers/m
was found as fitting general non-line-of-sight (NLOS) indoor
measurements best [16]) and i.i.d. ξu (r) ∼ CN (0, 1), denoting
zero mean, unit variance complex Gaussian distributed field.
Note that Udiﬀ in (1) is a complex field, while [14] (and [16])
denotes the average intensity as U . The spatially white nature
of (1) accounts for the fields impinging from all directions at
the receiver, and is consistent with the rich scattering implied
by the diffusion conditions. For spherically symmetrical spatial
spectra consistent with the diffusion assumption, spatial structure is expressed [17] by field correlation as follows:
ξu (r)ξu∗ (r ) = j0 (k|r − r |) .

(2)

The notation  indicates the expected value, j0 (x) = sin x/x
is the spherical Bessel function and k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, defined in terms of the wavelength q. When the angular
spectrum and r − r are confined to the same plane, the correlation is given by a cylindrical Bessel function J0 (k|r − r |).
The correlation (2) takes significant values j0 (x) ≈ 1 for x < 1
and, for the important case of antennas separated by at least
λ/2, is, thus
ξu (r)ξu∗ (r ) ≈ 0, |r − r | < λ/2.

(3)

Use of the diffusion approximation to the transport equation
for indoor radio modeling was first suggested by Ullmo and
Baranger [15], who have reported that a 2D solution represented
the data well for ranges over 15 m. In [16], it was found that a
full 3D solution (1) represents the measurements well for all
ranges, when the receiver and the transmitter are, in general,
NLOS conditions.
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IV. P ROPAGATION IN A H ALLWAY WAVEGUIDE
Signals received in a hallway due to a source also in the
hallway are evaluated through modeling the hallway as a lossy
waveguide, with width a along x and height b along y, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The walls are considered as a stack of
dielectric layers, which, for the dominant low order modes, are
approximated here as a Dirichlet (zero field) boundary for both
polarizations. Field at r = (x, y, z) due to a point source at rs =
(xs , ys , zs ) in a waveguide forms the definition of the Green’s
function G(r, rs ), here represented as a sum of modes. Each
mode describes a two-dimensional field distribution across the
x − y cross-section of the waveguide and is indexed by an index
pair m, n. The field of a point source is then

ψmn (x, y)ψmn (xs , ys )
G(r, rs ) =
m,n

×

eiβmn |z−zs | Lmn (z − zs )
,
2iβmn

(4)

to concrete), the “loss” experienced by each mode is mostly
coupled to propagation external to the hallway. Most of that
energy undergoes multiple scattering which includes absorption
in concrete floors. Parts of those fields that are coupled back
into the hallway are neglected here. The approximation used
here preserves the mode shapes derived for a lossless guide,
resulting in zero field at the side walls. This holds best for
low-order modes, characterized by glancing incidence at walls
and weak penetration into rooms. Fields associated with highorder modes may have higher amplitudes near walls, but are
diminished by larger propagation “losses” Lmn . Mode coupling
through wall roughness [20] is neglected here. Since the modal
attenuation coefficient Lmn in (4) is based on the plane wave
reflection coefficient, polarization-dependent effects, such as
greater wall “losses” due to Brewster angle effect may be included, although only vertical polarization results are discussed
here. For small (dipole) source and receive antennas, both
placed in the same hallway, the field is well approximated by
the Green’s function (4):

where the mnth mode is modified from the traditional conducting waveguide in [18], [19] as follows:

U (r, rs ) = G(r, rs ).

2
ψmn (x, y) = √ sin(mπx/a) sin(nπy/b).
ab

V. P ENETRATION I NTO ROOMS

(5)

Still more accurate consideration of the dielectric wall properties [20] shows only a small correction to the above formulation, which is neglected here. It should be noted that the
more accurate formulation becomes more significant for wallmounted antennas. The scalar field (4) may be viewed [23] as
the appropriate component of the Hertz potential, from which
the electric and magnetic fields may be derived. The modal
propagation constant βmn (along z) is defined in terms of the
wavenumber k = 2π/λ for wavelength λ:

(6)
βmn = k 2 − (mπ/a)2 − (nπ/b)2 .
Here, only propagating modes were included, thus m, n ∈
[1, 2, . . .], s.t. Imβmn = 0. At 2 GHz, for the hallway considered here, of width a = 1.65 m and height b = 3 m, the total
number of propagating modes is about 650, easily within reach
of modern computers to evaluate (4). At most ranges of interest,
a smaller subset of only lower-order modes is sufficient [20].
The modal loss Lmn is derived in Appendix A. The form (5)
of the mode functions is such that in the limit of an infinitely
high and an infinitely wide waveguide, (4) reproduces 2-ray
propagation behavior (at finite distance from the ground plane),
including the 1/z4 power decay with range z, well documented
for both polarizations [34].
The complete Green’s function in the actual hallway should
account for penetration into dielectric walls as well as subsequent scattering from furniture and structures beyond the
hallway walls. To keep the theoretical treatment tractable, we
idealize this through a perturbation approach where the modal
functional form (5) is preserved, but loss due to wall penetration
is accounted for by the factor Lmn , derived in Appendix A from
per-bounce loss experienced by the plane-wave representation
of the mode functions. In the case of interior walls (as opposed
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(7)

In this section, NLOS propagation between a hallway transmitter and a receiver placed in a room is modeled by representing the room environment as a diffusely scattering medium,
whose (random) field is coupled to the hallway waveguide
modes, resulting in a stochastic model of the complex field
whose statistical structure is affected by hallway propagation. It
is convenient to rely on reciprocity and regard the remote as the
source, with a hallway AP as a receiver. When the remote location r is in a room adjacent to the hallway, Huygen’s principle
may be used to compute the field U (r, rs ) at a hallway location
rs , based on the field U (r, r ) and its gradient ∇ U (r, r ) acting
as secondary sources at intermediate locations r :
 
dA
U (r, rs ) =
· (U (r, r )∇ G(r , rs ) − G(r , rs )∇ U (r, r )) .

(8)

In the surface integral on the right-hand side of (8), dA is
the elemental area, field U (r, r ) is the field at intermediate
point r due to source at r outside the hallway, and G(r , rs )
is the hallway Green’s function (4). The area integration and
the gradient operator ∇ are defined over the (intermediate)
primed coordinates r . Subscript s for coordinates of a hallway
receiver is retained for notational consistency with Section IV.
The integration is over an area enclosing the source. It is convenient to use the relatively simple form of the Green’s function
(4), valid in the hallway, so hallway walls are chosen as the
integration boundary. As an approximation, only the wall along
the side of the hallway adjacent to the room is selected, where
the effective source field is strongest. The problem has thus
been transformed into a problem where there is a distributed
equivalent source, namely, a “hot” wall (illuminated by a field
launched from a source inside a room in diffuse scattering
conditions). The received field in the hallway waveguide is
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given by the superposition integral (8), simplified by recognizing that the Green’s function (4) is zero at the integration
surface and its gradient is parallel to x (i.e., orthogonal to the
“hot” wall):


b/2
∞
∂G(r , rs ) 



dy
dz U (r , r)
. (9)
U (r, rs ) =


∂x

−∞
−b/2

x =0

Using (4) and (5)



 2
nπy 
∂G 
√ sin
=
ψmn (xs , ys )
∂x x =0 m,n ab
b
×

mπe

iβmn |z  −zs |

Lmn

(10)

(11)

As discussed in Appendix B, the modal coupling coefficient
Emn consists of guided and direct components (B-12), allowing
the decomposition of (11):
U = U g + U d.
 1
g
U g (r, rs ) =
ψmn (xs , ys )Emn
(r, rs ).
2iβ
mn
m,n
1
d
ψmn (xs , ys )Emn
(r, rs ).
2iβ
mn
m,n

(12)
(13)
(14)

As also discussed in Appendix B, the direct component U d
corresponds physically to simple direct diffusion (1) traversing a wall with (field) transmission coefficient T at normal
incidence:
U d (r, rs ) ≈ T Udiﬀ (r, rs ) =

T e−κr/2 
κ/r + 1/r2 ξu (r, rs )
4π
(15)

with the range r = |r − rs | and ξu (r, rs ) ∼ CN (0, 1) used to
represent the small scale (Rayleigh) fading.
In summary, the NLOS field z meters down the hall and d
meters into the room due to a source in the hallway at rs is
given by
Uroom (r, rs )
 1
g
ψmn (xs , ys )Emn
(r, rs )
=
2iβ
mn
m,n
T e−κr/2 
κ/r + 1/r2 ξu (r, rs )
4π

eiβmn |zs |−αmn |z−zs | g
g
=
ψmn (xs , ys )
Amn (d)ξmn
(r)
2iβ
mn
m,n
+

+

T e−κr/2 
κ/r + 1/r2 ξu (r, rs ),
4π

(2d/b)2 + 1.

g
(r) ∼ CN (0, 1).
ξu (r, rs ), ξmn

2aiβmn



g
g
≡ Agmn (d)eiβmn (zs −z)−αmn |z−zs | ξmn
(r)
Emn


2mπ
Agmn (d) = √
a ab




T 2 e−κd
−1 (b/2d)+πκd ln Δ+1
4
tan
×
8k 2
Δ−1

Δ=

and integrating, (9) may be re-written as a modal sum
 1
U (r, rs ) =
ψmn (xs , ys )Emn (r, rs ).
2iβmn
m,n

U d (r, rs ) =

where

(16)

g∗
g

ξmn
(r)ξm
≈ δmm δnn δ(r − r ).
 n (r )

(17)

The dependence on hallway coordinate zs has been factored
out in the guided solution through defining a new quantity
Agmn (d), independent of the hallway source coordinates. Quantities used in (17) include the hallway width a and height b,
wall (field) transmission T = 0.41 (for normal incidence on
double layer interior wall, described in Appendix A), κ =
0.18 nepers/m (best fit to general NLOS data in [16]), direct
range r = |r − rs |, ψmn and βmn from (5) and (6). Modal loss
coefficients αmn and associated wall properties are discussed
in Appendix A. The first (sum of guided modes) term in
the field expression (16) dominates for rooms adjacent to the
hallway, while the second (direct-diffusion) term dominates for
rooms further from the hallway (and general NLOS conditions,
as in [16]). Path gain P , defined as the ratio of received to
transmit power for a small (unit gain) antennas, is related to the
field Utotal :
P = λ2 |Utotal |2

(18)

where λ is the wavelength. Expressions for Utotal are given by
(4) with (5) in LOS and (16) for (NLOS) hallway-room.
VI. PATH L OSS P REDICTIONS C OMPARED
TO M EASUREMENTS
Narrowband path gain measurements were collected at
2 GHz in a single hallway office building. The hallway was
3 m high and 1.65 m wide. The 35 mW transmitter was placed
in the middle of a hallway, and the receive antenna was placed at
different ranges both in the same hallway as well as 1 m inside
various rooms along the hallway. Both antennas were vertically
polarized dipoles. The receive antenna was rotated in a circle of
30 cm radius to allow for local power averaging.
Predicted path gain is compared to measurements in a single
hallway office building in Fig. 2. The root mean square (rms)
prediction error was found to be 1.9 dB for hallway receivers
(LOS) and 3.1 dB for receivers in rooms (NLOS). Also shown
is the pure diffusion model (1) path gain (through (18)), found
a good match to data in general NLOS conditions [16], where
hallway guidance is weak or non-existent. In a hallway that is
twice as wide, the LOS signal strength was found to be some
10 dB weaker at 100 m, due to reduced guiding. This may
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Fig. 2. Predicted and measured (both locally averaged) path gains in an
office building. Transmitter is placed in the hallway, and receivers were placed
either in the hallway or in rooms, as labeled. Discrete markers represent
measurements, continuous curves—predictions.

explain correspondingly higher losses reported in the 3GPP
(Winner) model [27], based on measurements that included
wide corridors.
In buildings where hallway walls are less transparent, e.g.,
concrete or metal partition, dominant mechanism of piercing
the wall may be through doors and glass panels, if present. A
heuristic treatment may be done through adjusting the transmission coefficient T , say, as a sum of glass and concrete
transmission coefficients, each weighted by the corresponding
area fraction.
VII. MIMO L INK C APACITY AS A F UNCTION OF R ANGE
An experimental study [25] found that MIMO capacity indoors decreases with increasing range when at least one end
of the link is placed in the hallway. Since the SNR was kept
constant, decreasing capacity is an indication of decreased
effective scattering. Also, in [25] it was reported that correlation
at the transmitter, located in the hallway of an office building,
approached unit amplitude and a constant phase, regardless of
whether the receive array was also in the hallway or placed inside one of the equipment-filled rooms off the hallway. At short
ranges, the capacity was found to be high, both with receiver
in the hallway and in a room. In this section, it is shown that
the field model presented in Sections III–V is consistent with
observations in [25]. The mechanism for decreasing scattering
with increasing range is found to be high attenuation suffered
by high-order modes, leaving only a small number of low-order
modes to support the degrees of freedom.
Accordingly, the field model described above is used to
evaluate theoretical (Shannon) capacity for the same antenna arrangement as in [25]. Briefly, we consider transmit and receive
arrays of 6 vertically polarized antenna elements each, arranged
to cover an area of about 24 cm × 24 cm. The array elements
were half-wave dipole, slot antennas mounted on a large panel,
thus having essentially hemispherical patterns. The transmitter
array was always placed in the hallway, while the receiver array
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Fig. 3. Locally averaged spectral efficiency (SE) of 6 × 6 MIMO links
vs. range for LOS and NLOS cases, evaluated at 20 dB SNR for vertical
polarization. Measured values are from [25]. Note: Median SE of a 6 × 6
MIMO link at 20 dB SNR is 33 bps/Hz in i.i.d. channels. Discrete markers
represent measurements, continuous curves—predictions.

was placed either in the hallway or in a room adjacent to the
hallway. In the theoretical analysis, the antenna elements were
omnidirectional and arranged the same way as in the experiment. For hallway propagation, the theoretical predictions were
compared against the measurements collected with transmitter
and receiver arrays facing each other at various ranges. This is
appropriate as the field in the hallway is dominated by low order
modes, leading to a field that is directional along hallway axis.
In [25], the spectral efficiency of an (open-loop) MIMO link at
a fixed SNR was reported, defined, following [2], as follows:


(19)
C = log2 INT + H†norm Hnorm SN R/NT  .
In (19) INT is the NT × NT identity matrix,  denotes
the determinant and the normalized channel matrix Hnorm
is related to the actual measured channel matrix H through
normalization by a scalar:
H

Hnorm ≡

|Hmn |2

.

(20)

NR NT

m,n

The formula (19) applies under the assumption of perfect
channel knowledge at the receiver, with transmitter knowing
only the rate. The spectral efficiency (19), for vertically polarized antennas at 20 dB SNR, evaluated using the LOS fields
(4) and NLOS fields (16), is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function
of range, along with corresponding measurements from [25].
Evaluating (19) at a fixed SNR allows a direct assessment of
effective scattering, independent of absolute path loss.
It may be observed that predicted capacity is high at short
ranges, where high order modes and diffuse field are both
significant, providing ample scattering to support link capacity
comparable to that of a Rayleigh i.i.d. channel (median of
33 bps/Hz). Link spectral efficiency when the receiver is placed
in the room is generally higher, due to greater scattering richness at the receiver. With increasing range, spectral efficiency
decreases significantly, by about 30% when the receiver is in the
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Fig. 4. Multi-cell indoor environment (top view) with APs placed in a hallway
and mobiles placed in (clutter-filled) rooms.

room and about 50% when the receiver is in the hallway. This
predicted behavior compares favorably to measured trends with
range, as reported in Fig. 5 of [25]. It is therefore concluded that
a combination of diffuse and hallway-guided fields as presented
above produces predictions of both path loss and spectral
efficiency that match previously reported measurements of
both. This lends credibility to system simulations using this
propagation model.
VIII. C APACITY W ITH M ULTICELL I NTERFERENCE
The propagation model formulated above and compared
against measurements in Sections VI and VII may be used
in assessing a multi-cell indoor system capacity. We consider
deployment of an indoor system with seven APs mounted in a
line at regular spacing along a hallway, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Network edge effects are avoided through the use of the “wraparound universe” [32]. A system simulation was conducted
dropping mobiles randomly inside rooms, distributed uniformly
along the z axis. Depth inside the room was fixed at 2 m (the
results were only weakly dependent on depth). For each mobile,
channel to each of the hallway APs was evaluated using (16)
and (18), and the serving AP was identified as the one offering
highest total receive power, usually the closest one. Each AP
was allowed to serve only 1 mobile at a time, and mobiles
were introduced until all APs were serving. Once such a set of
mobiles was determined, a set of rates could be computed for
the users, as described below. The procedure would be repeated
again for a new set of user locations to constitute the overall
statistical ensemble of rates. In what follows, user rates are
compared for both open-loop and closed-loop MIMO links in
the presence of full interference from all other links. These are
contrasted against the rates one would expect given the common
model of Rayleigh i.i.d. entries for channel matrices. In all
cases, total received power was kept the same for every link (as
given by the path gain model above). Since rates are generally
determined by the SINR and the structure of channel matrices,
normalizing the reference i.i.d. link matrices to the same power
as the corresponding matrices generated from (16) illustrates
the impact of the variation in degree of scattering affecting the
serving and interfering signals.
We consider MIMO link rates available to a mobile placed
randomly in a room (at 2 m depth), in the presence of interference from other cells. With each AP radiating a total power PT

Fig. 5. Predicted rates of mutually interfering 6 × 6 MIMO links in an indoor
network with APs arranged in a line along a hallway every 40 m. Mobiles are
all inside rooms.

(10 dBm) from all of its NT transmit antennas, the (generalized)
open-loop Shannon rate available to a mobile in the presence of
intercell interference is given by [9]:

⎛
⎞−1 





PT †
PT † ⎝
2⎠

Hl
Hs Hs + INT σn
Hl  ,
C = log2 INT +
NT
NT


s=l

(21)
under the assumption of transmitter knowing only the rate, and
using an identity transmit covariance. In (21), Hl is the MIMO
channel from the serving AP, while channels from all the other
APs are labeled as Hs=l , receiver noise variance is σn2 (kB To B,
with B = 10 MHz, temperature To and Boltzmann constant
kB ) and INT is the NT × NT identity matrix. Each element of
Hs is identified as λU , with U being the corresponding field in
a room given by (16), with (17). Here, the channel coefficients
are not normalized, thus including path loss. The reference case
of i.i.d. distributed channel matrices is done through replacing
both desired and interfering channel matrices Hs in (21) by
spatially “white” matrices:

1/2

|Hs,mn |2 NR NT
Hi.i.d
(22)
Hs,ref ≡
m,n

where Hi.i.d. is a matrix of i.i.d. elements, each distributed as
(0,1). The scalar factor in parenthesis in (22) is the average
element power of the actual modeled matrix (i.e., average
power gain). Using such matrices in (21) provides the reference
case of channel matrices with the same power as the modeled
matrices but with full scattering, while enforcing the same
SINR conditions. Any difference between the full model and
such a reference is then solely due to relative spatial “color” of
the matrices in the full model.
Evaluating (21) for 25,000 random user locations (1 user/AP)
gives a distribution of rates available to a mobile, plotted in
Fig. 5, labeled as “Open-loop with colored interference”. Also
plotted is the distribution of rates where channel matrices are
generated using a Rayleigh i.i.d. assumption, normalized to the
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same effective path loss (and, thus, SINR) as the above model.
These results are for the case of 40 m inter-AP separation. In
this environment, the median SINR is about 12 dB.
Notably, capacities predicted using the full spatial model are
higher than that using the Rayleigh i.i.d. assumption, by some
25% at the median and 15% at the 5th percentile. This may be
attributed to the fact that the mobile tends to be assigned to a
closer base station, which has a higher link capacity than more
distant interferers, as suggested by the capacity as a function
of range plots in Fig. 3. This produces interference that is
more “colored” than the desired signal. Capacity formula (21)
naturally takes advantage of this.
Based on the model described above, the field at large ranges
is dominated by low-order modes, which have lower loss. This
may be contrasted with short ranges, where the higher order
modes have not yet decayed away, and diffusely scattered
arrivals are still significant, resulting in a higher number of
EDOF. Furthermore, for APs arranged along the hallway, total
interference is primarily carried by the lower order modes,
thus concentrating the interference along these common spatial
dimensions, even when the user is placed in a room full of
scattering objects.
The alignment of all the interfering AP’s may be seen more
explicitly through realizing that, at larger ranges, the direct
diffuse field part of (16) may be neglected, making the total
interfering field a sum of guided modes coupled into the room.
Setting z = 0 in (16) (i.e., z-axis origin at “hotspot” center) and
adding over all the interfering APs indexed by s = l (for serving
AP indexed by l), the total interfering signal for a mobile with
NR antennas is
⎡ g
⎤
A (d)ξ g (r )
 ⎢ mn . mn 1 ⎥
..
⎣
⎦
m,n
g
g
Amn (d)ξmn (rNR )
⎤
⎡
iβmn |zs |−αmn |zs |

e
⎦
qs (t)ψmn (xs , ys )
×⎣
2iβmn
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capacity for a single AP serving the entire area, as is evident
from Fig. 3.
Still higher capacity may be obtained through the closedloop MIMO procedure [9], whereby the transmit array uses
the eigenmodes of the effective channel, with pre-whitened
interference. Waterfilling is used to determine optimal power
allocation among eigenmodes. The resulting capacity is higher
than the “open-loop” capacity by about 2% at the median
and 32% at 5th-percentile. Notably, such interference filtering
arises naturally in this environment despite the use of only
greedy single-link techniques, as opposed to active interference
alignment that coordinates multiple links [26].
The disparity in the number of EDOF between the channel
matrices for the desired and interfering signals depends on the
inter-AP distance, as suggested by the decrease of (normalized
channel) capacity with range in Fig. 3. It is found that 40 m
inter-site separation in this environment results in the desired
channel with a high number of EDOF and interference with a
low number of EDOF. Additional numerical experiments have
shown that much smaller inter-AP distances (say, 10 m) yield
channels that are close to i.i.d. for both serving and interfering
signals. Increasing inter-AP distance (say, to 80 m) results
in channel matrices that are “colored” both for desired and
interfering signals. At either extreme, the EDOF disparity is
reduced. These observations are attributed solely to scattering
richness variation and not to the path loss model, as assured
through the use of the same path loss model in all cases.
Naturally, increasing per cell capacity is not the sole metric,
and total system capacity was found to increase with increasing
cell density under full frequency re-use between cells.

IX. C ONCLUSION

(23)

s=l

where qs (t) is the information-carrying transmit signal from
source s. Each modal term (indexed by m, n) in (23) is a
superposition of contributions from the interfering APs in the
hallway, and is manifestly a product of a source-coordinate
dependent factor and a receiver-coordinate dependent factor.
Each modal term is thus an outer product with a single degree of
freedom [12], regardless of the number of interferers. Presence
of multiple modes generally increases the total number of
degrees of freedom when mode powers are comparable. Modal
loss factor e−αmn |zs | decreases monotonically with mode indices m, n (Appendix A). For large zs , higher order modes are
attenuated, leading to concentration of all interference in a few
low order modes, i.e., the same few spatial degrees of freedom.
This leaves high order modes mostly occupied by the signal
from the serving base, since zl < zs=l , i.e., serving AP tends
to be closer. This phenomenon is here referred to as the selfalignment of interference. While the natural mode filtering is
beneficial for the dense networks studied here, it would reduce

A three-dimensional analytical propagation theory has been
developed to account for both guided and diffusely scattered
fields in a generic indoor environment, containing both a LOS
(hallway) and NLOS (hallway-room) propagation. Detailed
building layout information is not required. The model is
found to compare well to measurements of both path loss
and MIMO capacity. In particular, the model reproduces the
decrease of MIMO capacity with range due to a reduction in
the effective number of degrees of freedom. It is found that
system capacity is higher than what would be predicted using
traditional range-independent models of normalized channel
matrices. Interfering APs, which tend to be further, occupy
channel dimensions corresponding to low order hallway modes,
causing total interference to align naturally. The desired signal,
originating from the nearest AP, undergoes greater scattering.
The disparity in number of EDOF between signal and interference leads to higher rates that can be further improved through
waterfilling applied individually to each link, based on the
desired channel and the spatial covariance of the interference.
The rates with waterfilling are on the order of 30% greater
than would be anticipated in range-independent channel EDOF
models (e.g., i.i.d.). These capacities are achieved through the
use of single-user MIMO techniques, without any coordination
between APs.
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A PPENDIX A
Modal loss may be found using the ray approximation.
The sinusoidal modal field (5) may be re-written as a sum
of complex exponentials, physically corresponding to two
counter-propagating plane waves. Each such wave encounters
the waveguide wall with a spatial period:
Rx,m = 2a

k2

−

2 /k
kx,m
x,m .

(A-1)

The floor or a ceiling of a waveguide of height b is encountered by the travelling wave with a spatial period
Ry,n = 2a

2 /k
k 2 − ky,n
y,n ,

(A-2)

where the x- and y-components of the mnth-mode propagation
constant are, respectively,
kx,m = mπ/a

ky,n = nπ/b.

(A-3)

The travelling wave interaction with the waveguide wall is
modeled by the Fresnel plane wave reflection coefficients Vx,m
suffered every Rx,m (A-1) meters and, for floor and ceiling
Vy,n , every Ry,n (A-2) meters. The angles of incidence (with
respect to grazing) for such plane waves are sin−1 (kx,m /k) for
walls and sin−1 (ky,n /k) for floor/ceiling.
The total loss of field strength of mnth mode after propagating a distance z down the hallway is given by
Lmn (z) = |Vxm |z/Rxm  |Vyn |z/Ryn 

(A-4)

where the number of wall strikes z/Rx,m  is the largest nonnegative integer less than or equal to the quotient z/Rx,m ,
similarly defined for z/Ry,n .
The continuous modal loss approximation due to reflections
from the wall, useful at large z, is
Lmn (z) ≈ e−αmn z , αmn = − ln |Vxm | /Rxm −ln |Vyn | /Ryn .
(A-5)
The plane wave reflection coefficients Vx,m and Vy,n are
computed for dielectric walls and concrete floor/ceiling using
the standard formulae for layered media (e.g., [28]). In addition,
the effect of the rough interface in scattering energy out of
the coherent field was included through a field factor [29]
2
e−2(kσs sin θinc ) , where σs is the rms surface roughness, and
θinc is the modal angle of incidence (with respect to normal to
the wall). To compute the reflection coefficient of the concrete
ceiling, the boundary was assumed to be 20 cm thick, of complex relative dielectric permittivity (5 + 0.9i) and rms roughness
of 6 cm (variation due to pipes and ducts suspended under
ceiling). The interior wall separating the corridor from the
rooms was modeled as two 1 cm layers of real relative dielectric
constant of 3, separated by 8.5 cm of air, and rms roughness of
5 cm. The material parameters were based on recommendations
in [30] and are similar to [31]. The interior wall roughness is
taken to represent door frames that protrude into the hallway.
The wall transmission coefficient T used in (16) was set to 0.41,
as appropriate for a double-layer interior wall described above,
at normal incidence. Of all the environmental parameters, it was

found that the results were most sensitive to wall roughness
as it was a key parameter regulating the modal decay, in turn
affecting room penetration strength.
A PPENDIX B
Effective modal source Emn in (11) is defined through
evaluating the integrals in (9), using (10) for a hallway of
height b:
Emn (r, rs ) =
b/2
×
−b/2

mπ 2
√
a
ab
dy 

∞



dz  U (r , r) sin(nπy  /b)eiβmn |zs −z | Lmn .

−∞

(B-1)
The field U (r , r)from a remote terminal at r illuminating the
wall at r is presumed to have gone through diffuse scattering
in the room and is therefore represented as being spatially
white, with zero mean and intensity given by the solution to
the diffusion equation. For a source at r, the average power flux
density Fd (r) [16] incident on the room wall at r along the
wall normal n is given by the inner product:




e−κr κ 1
e−κr κ 1 d


r̂·n =
+
+
(B-2)
Fd (r)·n =
(4π)2 r r2
(4π)2 r r2 r
where r = |r − r | is the range from the mobile to a point r
on the wall, and d is the shortest distance (“depth”) from the remote to the hallway wall. The field emerging after traversing the
hallway wall of (field) transmission coefficient T is expressed
statistically as a spatially white field, with a spatially varying
intensity (B-2):
1/2

e−κr/2 d
κd

+ 2
ξ(y  , z  ).
(B-3)
U (r , r) = T
4π
r3
r
In (B-3) T is set to the magnitude of the Fresnel transmission
coefficient at normal incidence (0.41 for a common interior
wall, as described in Appendix A). The diffuse field fine structure (i.e., “fast fading”) is modeled statistically as [17]
ξ(y  , z  ) ∼ CN (0, 1),
π
ξ(y  , z  )ξ ∗ (y  , z  ) = 2 δ(y  − y  )δ(z  − z  ).
k

(B-4)

Alternatively, it may be argued that the direct field illuminating the wall is stronger than the reverberation field [24], still
leading to (B-3). Here, the “spatial whiteness” (B-4) of the field
is induced by the non-uniform interior structure of the wall,
including adjacent furniture, door jams, etc.
Using (B-3) and (B-4) in (B-1), the effective “modal” source
complex amplitude Emn is therefore given by
Emn = |Emn |2

1/2 iβmn |zs |

e

ξmn (r),

(B-5)

∗

ξmn (r)ξm
 n (r )

≈ δmm δnn δ(r − r )

(B-6)
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where the uncorrelated nature of the field is indicated by the
Kronecker delta functions δmm and δnn for modal indices and
Dirac delta function δ(r − r ) for remote location coordinates r.
Using (A-5) for Lmn :

2 2
mπ 2
T π
√
|Emn |2 =
2
a
4πk
ab
b/2
×
−b/2





∞
nπy 
d κd

2
−2αmn |zs −z  |−κr
dy dz sin
+
e
b
r3 r2


−∞

(B-7)

It may be recognized that this expression corresponds to
guided modal contributions (thus the superscript ‘g’) that reach
the region in the hallway nearest the remote antenna, and
then undergoes diffuse scattering/spreading to reach the remote
antenna.
Another contribution to (B-7) is evaluated in the vicinity of
|zs − z  | = 0, where r ≈ rh2 + y 2 , defined in terms of the
√
horizontal range rh ≡ d2 + z̄ 2 and z̄ ≡ zs − z:

2 2 −κrh ∞

 
2mπ
T e

d 2
Emn
√
≈
dz  e−2αmn |zs −z |
2
8k
a ab
−∞



Here, r = |r − r | = d2 + y 2 + (z  − z)2 is the range
from the room antenna to the integration point on the hallway
wall. The approximation (B-6) is justified when considering
(B-1), (B-3), and (B-4), with intensity (B-3) having larger
characteristic spatial scale than hallway mode functions.
Significant contributions to (B-7) arise from two generally
distinct regions, near z  = z and |zs − z  | = 0. Respectively,
these are locations to which either the diffuse/spreading losses
in the room are minimized or where the hallway modal propagation losses minimized. These regions coalesce into one near
|zs − z| = 0. Neglecting this special case for simplicity, the
integrand in (B-7) is viewed as consisting of two factors, each
highly peaked in its own region of z  and approximately constant near the peak of the other factor. In all cases, sin2 (nπy  /b)
will be approximated as 1/2, justified by recognizing that
other factors in the integrand vary with y  much slower than
sin(2nπy  /b).
Accordingly, the first contribution to the integral is evaluated

by setting e−2αmn |zs −z | ≈ e−2αmn |zs −z| near z  = z:

2


2mπ
1
2
g
√
|Emn | =
T 2 πe−2αmn |zs −z| e−κd d
8πk 2 a ab
b/2
×

dy

=

2mπ
√
a ab

2

dy
−b/2

dz 



1
κ
+ 2
3
r
r

2 −2αmn |zs −z|

T e



de

−κd

8k 2


b/2
×

∞

−∞

−b/2







πκ
2

2 +
2

2
d +y
d + y 2


.

b/2
×

Leading to

  2mπ 2 T 2 e−2αmn |zs −z| e−κd
2
g
√
|Emn | =
8k 2
a ab



(2d/b)2 + 1 + 1
−1
.
× 4 tan (b/2d) + πκd ln 
(2d/b)2 + 1 − 1
(B-9)


dy 

−b/2


=

2mπ
√
a ab


2

d



rh2 + y  2

3/2

κd

+ 2
rh + y  2

×



T 2 e−κrh d
8k 2 αmn rh2

b

+ 2κrh tan−1
2
2
rh + (b/2)



b
2rh


.
(B-10)

For most locations b/2  rh , and (B-10) simplifies to


2 2 −κrh 

 
2mπ
1
T bde
κ
d 2
Emn
√
≈
+
. (B-11)
8k 2 αmn
rh3
rh2
a ab
The form of (B-11) suggests a physical interpretation: this
component is due to the field from the hallway source illuminating the wall near the source, from where the signal
undergoes direct (thus the superscript ‘d’) diffusion/spreading
to the remote.
The total modal coupling coefficient is therefore a sum of the
guided and direct components:
g
d
+ Emn
.
Emn ≈ Emn

(B-12)


1/2
g
g
g
Emn
≡ |Emn
|2
eiβmn (zs −z) ξmn
.

(B-13)


 1/2 d
d
d 2
≡ Emn
ξmn .
Emn

(B-14)

∗

(B-8)
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g
d
Here, ξmn
ξmn
 = 0, since different scatterers are generally
involved in these two diffuse components.
d
in (B-14) and (B12) is
The direct diffusion component Emn
the modal representation of simple diffusion, where the hallway
source directly illuminating the closest part of the hallway wall
with high-order modes contributing most significantly to (11).
In this region, the modal representation of a field in waveguide
with penetrable walls is least accurate. A simple alternative followed here is to replace the modal sum for the direct diffusion
component with the homogeneous diffuse field Udiﬀ , based on
(1), attenuated by the wall transmission coefficient T .
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